Avalanche Forecast for Sunday, December 30, 2018
This forecast expires at midnight.
The Bottom Line

Yesterday’s snow and wind deposited wind slabs in isolated areas and behind or below specific terrain
features. Wind slab should be easy to identify and avoid in contrast to the refrozen scoured surfaces that exist
in many locations. Terrain which contains these wind slabs has MODERATE avalanche danger. Wind scoured
areas of icy, hard snow create conditions prime for long, sliding falls. Evaluate snow and terrain carefully to
identify and avoid these hazards. Equipment to perform avalanche rescue as well as crampons and an ice axe
should be included in today’s kit.
Mountain Weather

Friday morning brought two inches of snow to our highest elevations that was followed by a half inch of rain in
the afternoon. Lower elevations saw the changeover to rain sooner, with higher rainfalls totals and less snow.
After an overnight lull, precipitation resumed Saturday morning as temperatures dropped. The summits
received all snow (2.1”) with a trace at Gray Knob and at Hermit Lake. At 6am this morning, skies are clear,
north wind is blowing 20 mph and the air temperature is 6F. Today, temperatures will climb to 10F with wind
shifting to the north and increasing to 30-45 mph, and some mid and high level clouds passing the region.
Monday will start similar to today, though New Year’s Eve celebrations will involve significant snowfall on the
summits with rain likely at lower elevations.
Primary Avalanche Problem
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High wind speeds transported the two inches of snow that fell on the summit yesterday into areas of wind slab
in lee locations of a NW wind. This wind slab is likely stubborn to human triggers, though specific locations may
harbor wind slab close to a foot thick. You may be able to avoid today’s avalanche problem by staying on
scoured surfaces, but some pinch points of gullies or narrow slopes may hold wall to wall wind slab.
Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion
Two inches of snow fell at higher elevations as our snowpack was refreezing on Saturday. This snow arrived
on NW wind around 80mph. Wind of this magnitude likely transported most available snow onto slopes in the
lee of NW or into the trees. Traveling surfaces today will be areas of wind slab mixed with wind scoured crusts.
Please Remember:
●

Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This advisory is just one tool to help you make your own decisions in avalanche
terrain. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel.

●
●

Anticipate a changing avalanche danger when actual weather differs from the higher summits forecast.
For more information contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake
Shelters or at the Harvard Cabin.
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